Environmental covariates are fundamental inputs of digital soil mapping (DSM) based on the soil-environment relationship. It is normal to have invalid values (or recorded as NoData value) in individual environmental covariates in some regions over an area, especially over a large area. Among the two main existing ways to deal with locations with invalid environmental covariate data in DSM, the location-skipping scheme does not predict these locations and, thus, completely ignores the potentially useful information provided by valid covariate values. The void-filling scheme may introduce errors when applying an interpolation algorithm to removing NoData environmental covariate values. In this study, we propose a new scheme called FilterNA that conducts DSM for each individual location with NoData value of a covariate by using the valid values of other covariates at the location. We design a new method (SoLIM-FilterNA) combining the FilterNA scheme with a DSM method, Soil Land Inference Model (SoLIM). Experiments to predict soil organic matter content in the topsoil layer in Anhui Province, China, under different test scenarios of NoData for environmental covariates were conducted to compare SoLIM-FilterNA with the SoLIM combined with the void-filling scheme, the original SoLIM with the location-skipping scheme, and random forest. The experimental results based on the independent evaluation samples show that, in general, SoLIM-FilterNA can produce the lowest errors with a more complete spatial coverage of the DSM result. Meanwhile, SoLIM-FilterNA can reasonably predict uncertainty by considering the uncertainty introduced by applying the FilterNA scheme.
Introduction
Soil information at high resolution, accuracy, and spatial coverage completeness over a large area is increasingly essential for geoscientific modeling applications, such as ecological modeling, hydrological modeling, agricultural management, and land use management [1] [2] [3] [4] . Digital soil mapping (DSM, or predictive soil mapping) is currently the most efficient way to predict the spatial variation of soil over an area [5] . Normally, DSM first constructs a quantitative soil-environment relationship (or model) based on the soil samples (i.e., modeling points) to characterize the relationships between soil and environmental covariates (such as geological variates, climate variates, topographic variates, and so on), and then it applies the model to estimate the soil property values at unvisited locations [5] [6] [7] . The completeness and accuracy of environmental covariates over an area is needed to ensure the completeness and accuracy of the DSM result.
Although more and more data sources of diverse environmental covariates of DSM are available, it is still normal to have invalid values (also known as missing or void data, which are normally marked as NoData value or NA value) in individual environmental covariate in some regions over an area, especially over a large area. For example, covariate data derived from remote sensing observations might contain belt-shaped or block-shaped regions with invalid value, either because of sensor failures or cloud coverage during the observation. It is important to explore how to properly deal with invalid data of environmental covariates to conduct DSM over the whole area to obtain a complete soil map.
Currently, there are two main schemes for dealing with the NoData value of environmental covariates for DSM: the location-skipping scheme and the void-filling scheme. The location-skipping scheme is the easiest and also the most widely used one, by which the locations with NoData values of any environmental covariate under consideration will be simply skipped during DSM. This means that such an unvisited location waiting for prediction by DSM will be marked with the soil value of NoData in the predicted soil map. Many often-used DSM methods such as SoLIM [8] and random forest algorithm [9, 10] use this scheme. However, for those cells with NoData values for a few covariates (e.g., only one covariate) and valid values for the other covariates, the location-skipping scheme completely ignores the potentially useful information provided by valid covariate values for these cells. Also, note that each of the environmental covariates may have NoData values for different regions or locations. This scheme may worsen the completeness of data layers, i.e., resulting in a larger area with NoData in the predicted soil map than that in any environmental covariate layer.
The void-filling scheme is adopted to make the most of valid covariate values and guarantee the completeness of the DSM result. To achieve this aim, the void-filling scheme assigns the cells with the NoData value of environmental covariate to be a valid value by interpolation and then conducts DSM on the void-filled dataset of environmental covariates. The commonly used interpolation algorithms for the void-filling scheme include assigning the NoData value of continuous covariate on a cell to be the average value of non-NoData values in its neighboring window of 3×3 cells (in an iterative manner for continuous area with NoData) or the average value of the non-NoData values of a whole continuous covariate in the study area, while assigning the NoData value of categorical covariate on a cell to be the mode [11] . An extended and DSM-specific algorithm with the void-filling scheme was presented by Hugelius et al. (2013) , in which they built the Northern circumpolar soil organic carbon content database through developing a function between carbon concentration and soil bulk density, while the NoData value of soil bulk density was estimated based on the average value of soil bulk density over the whole study area [12] .
The limitation of the void-filling scheme is that the accuracy of the DSM result will be affected because of the errors introduced by the average value estimation or interpolation algorithm used, particularly the propagated and accumulated errors during iterative interpolation applied to a continuous area with NoData [13] . Note that different interpolation algorithms are based on different assumptions of the distribution (and even sources) of NoData value in an environmental covariate, which may not often be true. The interpolation results for the same area and with the same dataset by different interpolation algorithms might be diverged. This situation also limits the practicability of the void-filling scheme, even before taking into account the additional cost of interpolation over a large area.
In this study, we propose a new method with a new scheme to overcome the above-mentioned limitations in the existing schemes for dealing with the NoData values of environmental covariates for DSM. The proposed method conducts DSM for each individual cell with NoData value of a covariate by using the valid values of other covariates on this cell and without interpolation of the NoData covariate value. By the proposed method, complete spatial coverage of the DSM result can be attained as much as possible, while there is no error introduced by interpolation of NoData values.
Methods

Basic Idea
If the environmental covariate set selected can thoroughly characterize environmental conditions co-varied with the spatial variation of soil in a study area (as the premise of conducting DSM), its subset, when removing NoData values and keeping with the valid values at this location, should be still available for characterizing the soil-environmental relationship and conducting soil prediction at this location to a certain degree. At such a location, soil can be predicted based on the covariate subset without NoData value. The soil prediction uncertainty introduced by ignoring environmental covariates with NoData value at each individual location can also be quantified at the location level. In general, the more environmental covariates are ignored due to the existence of NoData, the higher the corresponding uncertainty is. This scheme behaves like a filter for ignoring NoData (or NA) value of environmental covariates; thus, in this paper, we called it the FilterNA scheme for short.
The FilterNA scheme could overcome the limitations in existing schemes for dealing with the NoData value of environmental covariates for DSM. Unlike the location-skipping scheme, the FilterNA scheme can predict soil at every location having valid value for at least one environmental covariate. Thus, the spatial coverage completeness of the DSM result by this scheme can be guaranteed as much as possible, which includes all cells with valid values for any environmental covariate under consideration. Meanwhile, the FilterNA scheme does not interpolate the NoData area for any environmental covariate. This means that, unlike the void-filling scheme, the FilterNA scheme does not assume the distribution or source of NoData value in environmental covariates and also does not have additional costs of interpolation. This is particularly valuable for DSM over a large area.
The FilterNA scheme is implemented as a new method of dealing with the NoData value of environmental covariates for DSM, as described below. Several DSM methods have been used in soil property prediction over a large area, such as random forest [14] [15] [16] , regression kriging [17, 18] , and random forest kriging [19, 20] . These methods are based on statistics or machine learning, which require a large quantity of soil samples as modeling points. Meanwhile, it often requires the soil samples to have a certain distribution to sufficiently represent the soil-environmental relationship throughout the entire study area [5, 21] . However, it is normal for the existing soil samples available for large-area DSM to not thoroughly meet the above-mentioned requirements.
Detailed Design of the Proposed Method
In this study, we designed a method based on the FilterNA scheme combined with a DSM method proposed originally by Zhu et al. (1997) (i.e., Soil Land Inference Model, SoLIM) [8] , which can work with a few purposive or ad-hoc (i.e., without specific design in advance) soil samples [22] [23] [24] . SoLIM can predict the soil at each unvisited location based on environmental condition similarities to existing soil samples, which is founded on a basic assumption that the more similar the environmental conditions of two locations are (an unvisited location and a soil sample), the more similar the soil at these two locations is [24, 25] . SoLIM can also quantify the prediction uncertainty at each location, computed based on the environmental condition similarity between the location and soil samples. It has been successfully applied to predictive soil mapping in diverse study areas [22, 26, 27] . In this study, the designed method of combining the FilterNA scheme with SoLIM is called SoLIM-FilterNA. While the original SoLIM adopts the location-skipping scheme for the NoData value of environmental covariates, the SoLIM-FilterNA method is designed to predict soil property distributions at those locations with NoData value for some of the environmental covariates.
When SoLIM-FilterNA conducts soil prediction the same as SoLIM at locations without NoData value for any environmental covariate, SoLIM-FilterNA adopts the FilterNA scheme to estimate the soil property distribution at locations with NoData value for one or more environmental covariates by following a similar manner as the SoLIM. At each of these locations, SoLIM-FilterNA estimates the soil property value to be those of soil samples weighted by environmental similarity, calculated based on environmental covariates with valid data at both the interest location and individual soil sample (i.e., excluding those covariates with NoData value at any of the involved locations).
The details of the SoLIM-FilterNA method are described as follows. Without loss of generality, consider an example that there is only one NoData value in the environmental covariate vector ei at an unvisited location i, and there is no NoData value in the environmental covariate vector ej at soil sample location j, as shown in Equation (1) (1) where n is the count of environmental covariates selected for DSM in the study area, and ei,m = NA indicates that the value of the m-th environmental covariate is NoData at the interest location i. The environmental similarity (Si,j) between locations i and j is calculated with the exclusion of the m-th environmental covariate, as shown in Equation (2):
where En(i,j) is the covariate-level similarity function for calculating the similarity of the n-th environmental covariate between locations i and j. The covariate-level similarity function is often a Gower distance function or a Gaussian function for continuous covariates (such as elevation, slope gradient, temperature, etc.), and a Boolean function for categorical covariates (such as parent material) [22, 28, 29] . P(…) is the environmental similarity function for integrating the covariate-level similarities of every individual environmental covariate between locations i and j to be an overall similarity of environmental conditions between i and j. P(…) often adopts a minimum operator [22, 28] . The value range of Si,j is [0, 1]. After the overall similarity values of environmental condition between the interest location i and every soil sample have been calculated as the above design, the soil property value at location i (i.e., Vi) can be predicted by a weighted average equation used by SoLIM, as shown in Equation (3) 
where k is the count of soil samples used as modeling points, Vj is the soil property value of the j-th soil sample, Sthreshold is a user-assigned threshold of environmental condition similarity in case that those modeling points with environmental condition being highly dissimilar to that of the interest location i were used to estimate Vi, and the function iif(Si,j ≥ Sthreshold, Si,j, 0) returns Si,j when Si,j ≥ Sthreshold, else it returns 0. Only those modeling points with environmental condition enough similar to that of the interest location be used to calculate the value of Vj. If none of the modeling points has environmental conditions similar to the interest location larger than the similarity threshold, the soil estimation for the location will be NoData by the proposed method, which is the same as what it is by SoLIM. When the soil property values at every unvisited location are estimated as mentioned above, a soil property map of the study area can be produced by the proposed method. The uncertainty introduced by the FilterNA scheme at each individual location can be quantified based on the count of environmental covariates with NoData value at a location. The simplest equation potentially for calculating such an uncertainty should be the ratio between the count of the environmental covariates with NoData value and the count of environmental covariates under consideration (i.e., n). However, such an equation means that each environmental covariate has the same importance in DSM, which is questionable in practice. There are several environmental factors (e.g., climate, parent material, terrain, and vegetation) related to the spatial distribution of soil and could be considered in DSM to different degrees [5] . The count of environmental covariates that quantify individual environmental factors may change dramatically among environmental factors, where there often exists correlation among environmental covariates quantified the same one environmental factor [5] . For example, there are a large number of topographic covariates (e.g., slope gradient, curvatures, topographic wetness index, etc.) that quantify terrain factor and correlate with each other to some degree (e.g., the correlation between slope gradient and topographic wetness index), which are pervasively used in DSM, compared with covariates of other environmental factors [30] . In this situation, suppose the environmental covariate set commonly used in DSM applications includes one covariate (i.e., parent material type) for the parent material factor and many topographic covariates for the terrain factor. At a location, the uncertainty when ignoring the parent material type should be much larger than that when ignoring a topographic covariate (e.g., slope gradient or topographic wetness index).
Therefore, in this study the uncertainty introduced by the FilterNA scheme into the calculation of Si,j (i.e., Uncertainty_NAi,j)) is designed as the following Equation (4):
where N is the count of environmental factors selected for DSM in the study area, The prediction uncertainty of the proposed method at location i (i.e., Uncertaintyi in Equation (6) below) comes from both the uncertainty of prediction based on environmental condition similarities between location i and soil samples after processing by the FilterNA scheme and the uncertainty introduced by applying the FilterNA scheme to location i (i.e., Uncertainty_NAi,j in Equation (5) below). The former is a combination of the uncertainty of representativeness of soil samples to the interest location i in terms of environmental conditions (i.e., the prediction uncertainty defined in SoLIM [31] ; Uncertainty_Repi in Equation (5) below) and the reliability that the environmental covariate subset ignoring those covariates with NoData value can still depict the soil-environment relationship:
The value range of Uncertaintyi is [0, 1]. Such produced maps of Uncertaintyi and Uncertainty_NAi can indicate the overall uncertainty of the soil property map produced by the proposed SoLIM-FilterNA method at each location and the corresponding uncertainty introduced by the FilterNA scheme, respectively.
Case Study
Study Area and Data
In this paper, the proposed method was applied in predictive mapping of soil organic matter (SOM) content in the topsoil layer in Anhui Province (29°23′44″N -34°39′5″N, 114°52′35″E -119°39′37 E″), China. This area was chosen as the case study, because it is a typical area with complex topography and climate conditions.
The study area ( Figure 1 ) was about 1.34 × 10 5 km 2 . The terrain was relatively undulating, with elevations ranging from -92 m to 1806 m, and slope gradients between 0° and 50°. The southern and southwestern regions of the study area were mountainous with a rough and variable terrain, while the northern region had a relatively gentle terrain and was mostly plains. The climate condition was in the transition zone between warm temperate and subtropical climates, which is warm and humid in summer and cool and dry in winter. The average annual precipitation ranged from 750 to 2000 mm, and the average temperature was between 14 and 16 °C. The soil parent materials in the study area were complicated and varied, which consisted of basalt, granite, perknite, diorite, schist, shale, sandstone, conglomerate, mudstone, limestone, tuff, and so on. Land use mainly included conifer-broadleaf forests, broadleaf forests, evergreen and deciduous forests, shrubs, and cultivated land mainly located in the northern region. In this case study, 478 soil sample points collected from multiple sources with uneven distribution were used as the modeling points of DSM, while another 109 soil sample points collected from regular sampling (with a grid of about 10 km × 10 km) and random sampling were used as independent evaluation points ( Figure 1) .
The environmental factors and corresponding environmental covariates were selected based on domain knowledge and existing DSM studies in this area. For SOM, the climatic condition should have a high influence; meanwhile, SOM is also influenced by topography and parent material according to soil expert knowledge [5, 25, 27] . Therefore, the environmental factors of climate, terrain, parent material, and vegetation were considered in this case study. A total of nine environmental covariates were selected, including one categorical covariate (i.e., parent material type) and eight continuous covariates (i.e., annual averaged precipitation, annual averaged temperature, moisture index, elevation, slope gradient, planform curvature, profile curvature, and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)) ( Table 1) .
The covariates of the climate factor (i.e., annual average precipitation and annual average temperature) were generated by inverse distance weighting (IDW) with observation values at 35 weather stations (28 weather stations inside the study area and seven weather stations within 10 km distance to the boundary of study area) from the National Meteorological Information Center. The covariates of the terrain factor were obtained based on Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM with a resolution of 90 m. Slope gradient, planform and profile curvatures were derived from DEM with SimDTA [32] , a terrain analysis software. NDVI was obtained from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) vegetation index (with a resolution of 250 m) downloaded from the website (https://lpdaac.usgs.gov). The parent material data was from the 1:500 000 geological map of China. Only for parent material did the source data show NoData for some locations (near lakes). All environmental covariates were resampled to have the same spatial resolution (i.e., 90 m) ( Figure 2 ). Moisture index and NDVI were resampled by the bilinear algorithm implemented in ArcGIS. Parent material data were resampled by the mode within a 3×3 window, which was conducted in MATLAB. The resulting original dataset had 16302679 cells with valid values on all covariates over the study area. 
Experimental Design
To evaluate the performance of the proposed SoLIM-FilterNA method, different datasets with diverse distribution of NoData of environmental covariates (so-called test scenarios in this paper) were created based on the original dataset. Among the nine environmental covariates, four topographic covariates of terrain factor (i.e., elevation, slope gradient, planform and profile curvatures) were kept for free of NoData value in this experiment. This was due to the fact that DEM for deriving topographic covariates is increasingly available with high completeness (no NoData value) and accessibility. This setting also prevented the potential situation of having cells with NoData for all environmental covariates in the following experiment.
Test scenarios for the experiment were created by randomly selecting independent evaluation points for setting NoData value on one or several of the remaining five environmental covariates (with one categorical and four continuous covariates) at the individual cell level and the block level, respectively. Among the seven cell-level test scenarios (Table 2) , one (continuous variable and categorical variable, respectively) and several (i.e., 2, 3, 4, 5, and 1-5, respectively) of the remaining five environmental covariates were randomly selected for setting NoData value for independent evaluation samples. Seven cell-level scenarios (i.e., T(V1C), T(V1T), T(V2), T(V3), T(V4), T(V5), and T(Vr); see Table 2 ) were created by setting NoData value for all 109 independent evaluation points, and they were used to compare the performance between the proposed SoLIM-FilterNA method and those methods that can predict the soil value for cells with NoData value for some of environmental covariates (see Section 3.3 below). Besides, one cell-level scenario (i.e., T(Vr-74cell)) was created by setting NoData value for randomly selected variables (1-5) among the five environmental covariates on 74 evaluation points randomly selected from all independent evaluation points (about 70% of the count). T(Vr-74cell) was used to compare the performance between the SoLIM-FilterNA and the method adopting the location-skipping scheme, which cannot predict soil property value on cells with NoData value of environmental covariate.
When cell-level test scenarios simulated the scattered distribution of NoData value in environmental covariates, block-level test scenarios simulated the distribution of blocks with NoData. Four block-level test scenarios (i.e., T(Vr-buffer5), T(Vr-buffer10), T(Vr-buffer15), and T(Vr-buffer25); Table 2 ) were created by extending the cell-level test scenario T(Vr) to set a buffer (i.e., 5, 10, 15, and 25 cells, respectively) for each of the 109 evaluation points in setting NoData value for the corresponding environmental covariates with NoData value. These block-level test scenarios were used to compare the performance between SoLIM-FilterNA and the methods that can predict soil value of cells with NoData value for part of the environmental covariates.
Note that in the test scenarios, all modeling points were kept without setting NoData value for environmental covariates. This is because normally the real DSM applications only design and adopt those modeling points without NoData value for environmental covariates. The proposed method can handle the modeling points with NoData value for environmental covariates in a similar way to processing the unvisited locations with NoData value for environmental covariates. We believe that current experimental design can appropriately evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Note: Regarding the name of the test scenario T(V1C), "T(.)" means test scenario, "V1C" means that one continuous variable (ʺV1T" for one categorical variable, and "Vr" for randomly selected 1~5 variables) among the five environmental covariates was selected for setting NoData value. Other test scenarios are named in a similar way.
Evaluation Method
The performance of SoLIM-FilterNA was compared with those from the original SoLIM which takes the location-skipping scheme to simply skip prediction (by marking NoData) of cells with NoData value on any covariate, the SoLIM combining with the void-filling scheme which conducts prediction after (so-called the SoLIM-FillNA method for short), and random forest (RF), respectively.
The SoLIM-FillNA method conducted predictive SOM mapping after NoData value of each individual covariate in the used dataset were filled by interpolation based on a 3×3 neighboring window. For continuous covariates, the interpolation was conducted by replacing the NoData value with the average value of valid values in the 3×3 window in an iterative manner. For categorical covariates, the NoData value was similarly replaced with the mode in a 3×3 window.
Random forest [33] , a widely used ensemble learning method, has been successfully used for classification, regression, and other tasks [34, 35] and is increasingly applied to DSM. The RF algorithm trains a set of decision trees and generates class from the mode of the classes (classification) or mean prediction (regression) of the individual trees. RF can conduct prediction under the situation with missing data in the input layers. In this study, we used RF by calling the random forest package implemented with the R language. To deal with the NoData value issue, the rfImpute algorithm in the random forest package was first executed to initially impute the NoData as the mean value for continuous variables or the mode for categorical variables. Then, in an iterative manner, randomForest was called to obtain the proximity matrix from the processed input dataset without NoData. In turn, the imputed value for NoData is updated to be the weighted average of valid values with the proximities as weights for continuous covariates or the category with the largest average proximity for categorical covariates. After a given number iterations of this process, a dataset without NoData will be available for RF execution. This way of using RF has shown a good performance when there are missing data in application domains, such as epidemiologic [36] and land-cover classification [37] . To the best of our knowledge, the performance of RF in dealing with the NoData issue in DSM covariates has not been evaluated in detail.
The performance of each method under test was evaluated using quantitative statistics of differences between the SOM observations and the SOM prediction value of each independent evaluation point, including the root mean square error (RMSE; Equation (7)) and mean absolute error (MAE; Equation (8)):
are the predicted value and the observed soil property value at location i, respectively. n is the number of evaluation samples. The comparative evaluations among the methods under test had the same modeling points and the same independent evaluation points. Note that the original SoLIM, taking the location-skipping scheme, simply marked NoData on those cells with NoData value for any environmental covariate. This means that the prediction error from the original SoLIM cannot be calculated for those independent evaluation samples with NoData value on any environmental covariate. Above, the quantitative statistics for the original SoLIM were calculated based on independent evaluation samples with valid values on every environmental covariate (i.e., with the cell-level test scenario T(Vr-74cell)). Also note that the SoLIM-FilterNA method produced the same error (and thus the same value of individual quantitative statistics) on the same one independent evaluation sample, no matter that the scenario had cell-level NoData or block-level NoData. However, for SoLIM-FillNA or RF, the errors produced on the same one independent evaluation sample under the scenario of cell-level NoData and the block-level scenario, respectively, were different. Therefore, the SoLIM-FilterNA was compared with the original SoLIM in terms of error statistics only under the cell-level test scenario T(Vr-74cell). Based on the same evaluation points, SoLIM-FilterNA under the block-level test scenarios will produce the same RMSE and MAE as SoLIM-FilterNA under the cell-level test scenario T(Vr), while the SoLIM-FillNA or RF will not.
The prediction uncertainty produced by the proposed method was also analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively by comparing with those from the original SoLIM and the SoLIM-FillNA based on the evaluation samples. The prediction uncertainty from RF is usually calculated via confidence intervals and U-test statistics [38, 39] , which is different from the prediction uncertainty of the SoLIM method. In this experiment, we did not compare the prediction uncertainty from RF with the uncertainty from the SoLIM method.
Results and Discussion
Under the Cell-Level Test Scenarios
According to RMSE and MAE values from each method under the cell-level test scenarios based on independent evaluation samples (Table 3) , the SoLIM-FilterNA method obtained the lowest errors in terms of RMSE among those under test, as well as the lowest MAE, except for the MAE of RF under the T(Vr) scenario. According to RMSE and MAE, the prediction errors from SoLIM-FilterNA increased with the count of covariates setting with NoData value at individual point in the cell-level test scenarios (i.e., the sequence of T(V1C)/T(V1T), T(V2), T(V3), T(V4), till T(V5)), while there was no such phenomenon in SoLIM-FillNA and RF. Such performance of SoLIM-FilterNA was reasonable and better than those of the other methods tested because, in general, the prediction errors should tend to be larger when less environmental covariates can provide valid data for prediction. Following this phenomenon, the RMSE and MAE from SoLIM-FilterNA under the scenario T(Vr) were reasonably between those from SoLIM-FilterNA under the scenario T(V2) and T(V3), while there was no such phenomenon in SoLIM-FillNA and RF. The SoLIM-FillNA method produced the largest RMSE and MAE under each cell-level test scenario because the error in the environmental covariate values was filled by the interpolation algorithm. 
Methods
Error Statistics Test Scenario T(V1C) T(V1T) T(V2) T(V3) T(V4) T(V5) T(Vr) T(Vr-74cell)
Under the cell-level T(Vr-74cell) scenario, SoLIM-FilterNA produced lower RMSE and MAE than that of the original SoLIM (Table 3) . Meanwhile, SoLIM-FilterNA could predict soil property values on cells with NoData value for some of environmental covariates, where the original SoLIM produced NoData value in soil prediction. This suggests that SoLIM-FilterNA can guarantee both the completeness of spatial coverage and accuracy of the DSM result.
Under the Block-Level Test Scenarios
Under the block-level test scenarios, the SoLIM-FilterNA method produced the lowest RMSE and MAE compared with SoLIM-FillNA and RF (Table 4 ). RMSE and MAE from SoLIM-FillNA and RF increased with the buffer size adopted for setting NoData around each of the evaluation points. RMSE and MAE from SoLIM-FillNA were lower than those from RF under block-level test scenarios with smaller buffers (i.e., 5 and 10 cells), but they were larger than those from RF under block-level test scenarios with larger buffers (i.e., 15 and 25 cells) ( Table 4 ). This phenomenon might be because the errors in the environmental covariate values in the center of a block of NoData filled by the interpolation algorithm should be smaller when the block is small. This suggests that SoLIM-FilterNA performed better than SoLIM-FillNA and RF when NoData value in environmental covariates were distributed as spatially continuous blocks. Table 4 . Error statistics of the top-layer SOM (g/kg) predicted by different methods under block-level test scenarios, evaluated based on 109 independent evaluation samples. 
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Error statistics Block-Level Test Scenario T(Vr-buffer5) T(Vr-buffer10) T(Vr-buffer15) T(Vr-buffer25)
SoLIM
Prediction Uncertainty
The uncertainty introduced by applying the FilterNA scheme (i.e., Uncertainty_NA as shown in Equation (5)) to SoLIM-FilterNA under the cell-level test scenario T(Vr) was analyzed by plotting against the absolute prediction errors of evaluation samples (Figure 3 ). In general, the absolute prediction errors increased with the Uncertainty_NA. This means that the uncertainty introduced by applying the FilterNA scheme can be reasonably quantified by SoLIM-FilterNA. The prediction uncertainty (i.e., Uncertaintyi in Equation (6), which combines the uncertainty introduced by applying the FilterNA scheme and the uncertainty of prediction based on the environmental condition similarities after processing by the FilterNA scheme) produced by SoLIM-FilterNA and SoLIM-FillNA was compared based on 109 independent evaluation samples under the cell-level test scenario T(Vr) (Figure 4 ). Generally, the prediction uncertainty from SoLIM-FilterNA could thoroughly depict that the absolute prediction error from SoLIM-FilterNA increased with the prediction uncertainty.
Meanwhile, the prediction uncertainty from SoLIM-FillNA could not show similar and reasonable behavior because the uncertainty quantified in SoLIM-FillNA ignored the uncertainty introduced by interpolation for filling NoData value of environmental covariates. This suggests that the prediction uncertainty can be reasonably quantified by SoLIM-FilterNA. Figure 5 shows the map of SOM prediction and the prediction uncertainty map produced by SoLIM-FilterNA, SoLIM-FillNA, and the original SoLIM under the block-level test scenario T(Vr-buffer25). By visual comparison of the blocks with NoData in the scenario, the prediction uncertainty values from SoLIM-FilterNA at locations with covariate NoData in the block-level scenario were notably larger than those produced by SoLIM-FillNA with environmental covariates without NoData value. The prediction uncertainty from SoLIM-FilterNA can provide more indicative information on the reliability of prediction (potentially the prediction accuracy) from SoLIM-FilterNA than SoLIM-FillNA, when the original SoLIM cannot predict at these locations.
Conclusions and Future Work
The SoLIM-FilterNA method designed based on the FilterNA scheme proposed in this paper can predict soil property values for each cell with NoData value for one or some environmental covariates by using the valid values of other covariates on this cell. The proposed method can guarantee that the spatial coverage of DSM results is as complete as possible. Meanwhile, the proposed method is free from assumptions of distribution or source of NoData value and has neither error nor extra calculation time introduced by interpolation of the NoData value. Thus, the limitations in the existing schemes for dealing with the NoData value of environmental covariates for DSM can be overcome. Furthermore, the prediction uncertainty produced by the proposed SoLIM-FilterNA method considers the uncertainty introduced by ignoring environmental covariates with NoData value at each individual location. Such uncertainty results can indicate the reliability of soil prediction by the proposed method. As shown in the experimental results, the proposed FilterNA scheme, as well as the proposed SoLIM-FilterNA method, can deal with the issue of NoData value of environmental covariates in DSM over a large area. Future work will focus on how to combine the proposed FilterNA scheme with other widely used DSM methods over large area.
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